
Math 4310

Homework 1

Due 9/1/16

Name:

Collaborators:

GRADES

Exercises / 50

Extended Glossary

Component Correct? Well-written?
Definition /6 /6

Example /4 /4

Non-example /4 /4

Theorem /5 /5

Proof /6 /6

Total /25 /25

Please print out these pages. I encourage you to work with
your classmates on this homework. Please list your collaborators
on this cover sheet. (Your grade will not be affected.) Even if you
work in a group, you should write up your solutions yourself!
You should include all computational details, and proofs should
be carefully written with full details. As always, please write
neatly and legibly.

Please follow the instructions for the “extended glossary” on
separate paper (LATEX it if you can!) Hand in your final draft,
including full explanations and write your glossary in complete,
mathematically and grammatically correct sentences. Your an-
swers will be assessed for style and accuracy.

Please staple this cover sheet, your exercise solutions, and
your glossary together, in that order, and hand in your homework
in class.

Reading. §1.1 in Cooperstein. There is some background reading (if you’re interested, they’re not
required!) on properties of numbers, etc, available on the course website.

Exercises.

1. Use the Euclidean algorithm to find the following greatest common divisors.

(a) gcd(252, 180) (b) gcd(513, 187) (c) gcd(7684, 4148)

2. Find the multiplicative inverses of the given elements, or explain why there is not one.

(a) [38] in Z83

(b) [351] in Z6669

(c) [91] in Z2565

3. Prove the following facts about divisors. In the following, a, b, c ∈ N.

(a) If b|a, then b|ac.

(b) If b|a and c|b, then c|a.

(c) If c|a and c|b, then c|(ma+ nb) for any integers m,n.
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4. Fill in the addition and multiplication tables for F5.

+ mod 5 0 1 2 3 4

0

1

2

3

4

· mod 5 0 1 2 3 4

0

1

2

3

4

(a) How can we conclude from the addition and multiplication tables that the operations
are commutative?

(b) How can we conclude that 0 is an additive identity?

(c) How can we conclude that every non-zero element has a multiplicative inverse?

(d) Working with elements in F5, find the solution to the linear equation 3x+ 2 = 4.

5. Taking for granted that R is a field, we can verify the field axioms for C. Recall that for two
complex numbers z = a+ bi and w = c+ di, with a, b, c, d ∈ R, we have

z+w = (a+ c) + (b+ d)i and z ·w = (ac− bd) + (ad+ bc)i.

(a) Prove that + is associative. (Sorry, it’s messy! You have to do this kind of thing once.
Also, associativity of · is worse.)

(b) Suppose z = a+ bi satisfies a 6= 0 and b 6= 0. What is the multiplicative inverse of z?

(c) In part (b), if a, b ∈ Q, is z−1 ∈ Q[i]?

Extended Glossary. Please give a definition of a prime number. Then give an example of a prime
number, an example of a number that is not a prime number (don’t forget to explain why!), and
state and prove a theorem about prime numbers.

You may work in groups, but please write up your solutions yourself. If you do work together,
your group should come up with at least two examples, two non-examples, and two theorems.
Each one (example/non-example/theorem) should be included in some group member’s extended
glossary. Your solutions should be written formally, so that we could cut and paste them into a
textbook.

Journal entry. There is none this week.


